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ABSTRACT

Reading, much like music listening, is an immersive ex-

perience that transports readers while taking them on an

emotional journey. Listening to complementary music has

the potential to amplify the reading experience, especially

when the music is stylistically cohesive and emotionally

relevant. In this paper, we propose the first fully automatic

method to build a dense soundtrack for books, which can

play high-quality instrumental music for the entirety of the

reading duration. Our work employs a unique text pro-

cessing and music weaving pipeline that determines the

context and emotional composition of scenes in a chap-

ter. This allows our method to identify and play relevant

excerpts from the soundtrack of the book’s movie adap-

tation. By relying on the movie composer’s craftsman-

ship, our book soundtracks include expert-made motifs and

other scene-specific musical characteristics. We validate

the design decisions of our approach through a perceptual

study. Our readers note that the book soundtrack greatly

enhanced their reading experience, due to high immersive-

ness granted via uninterrupted and style-consistent music,

and a heightened emotional state attained via high preci-

sion emotion and scene context recognition.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1975, a short repetitive piece of orchestral music gained

notoriety for inducing fear in its listeners, putting them in

a suspenseful state of impending doom. Today, it still in-

duces the same reaction, right when the iconic shark of the

movie Jaws appears on screen. Movie composers, such as

John Williams who created the Jaws theme, have long been

aware of the impact music has on its listeners. Well-placed

music can accentuate scenes to raise the emotional stakes

or foreshadow upcoming events; ill-suited music can even

suggest that something evil is afoot [1]. When taken as a

whole, the musical imagery afforded by such soundtracks

greatly complements the movie watching experience. In

this paper, we attempt to answer whether we can create a

similar experience for books (cf . Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. We aim to transport readers to a musical universe

by building a dense and coherent book soundtrack that is

borrowed from movie adaptations.

Not unlike movies, reading literature can be an incredi-

bly transportive process that puts one in a meditative state,

while actively engaging their imagination and mind [2].

Apart from the lack of visuals, books share many similari-

ties from a music composer’s perspective: they have recur-

ring themes, characters (allowing for unique leitmotifs [3]),

and even long-drawn emotional and narrative arcs that can

be teased and reinforced musically. Still, it is uncommon

to see soundtracks that are tailored for books; it is up to

the reader to curate their own playlist and craft their ex-

perience. Inconvenience aside, this requires the reader to

preempt the type of music expected for a book’s chapter

and switch songs at relevant plot points. This is simply in-

feasible. In this work, we resolve these issues by proposing

the first automatic system to build a dense soundtrack that

plays throughout the entire reading duration of a book.

Specifically, we focus on building a soundtrack for

books with movie adaptations. This allows us to draw on

the corresponding movie soundtrack and take advantage

of the composer/director’s musical intents and instincts for

the same story. However, adapting the soundtrack is far

from trivial due to missing alignment between book parts

and music segments. Our approach resolves this by finding

scenes in the movie adaptation that match parts of the book

and searching for music that plays in that movie scene.

This results in high quality, narrative specific matches that

amplify the reading experience. We conduct our experi-

ments on Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, cho-
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sen due to its popularity and Academy Award nominated

soundtrack. We evaluate the quality of our soundtrack by

asking participants to read two music-accompanied chap-

ters of the book followed by a semi-structured interview.

Our contributions can be summarised as follows: (i) We

propose the first fully automatic approach for constructing

book-long soundtracks. (ii) Our pipeline matches the story

in the book and movie to lift musical cues from the movie

adaptation. Gaps in this alignment are filled through an

emotion-driven music retrieval system. (iii) A perceptual

study of the soundtrack validates our proposed approach

and provides further insights into soundtracking for books.

2. RELATED WORK

Soundtracking for books. Methods for constructing book

(or story) soundtracks can be divided into two: generative

or retrieval based. Generative approaches typically parse

the text for concepts and provide that as input to a music

generation pipeline. Topic extraction followed by senti-

ment analysis [4] or density estimation of emotion-related

words [5] are used to generate melodies. On the other

hand, retrieval based approaches, mine text for semantic

concepts that are used to retrieve ambient music (some-

times with pitch correction) [6] or apply similar ideas to

Twitter texts [7]. The general idea of cross-modal text-

to-audio retrieval [8] is adapted for tag-based music [9]

or characterises documents and music as a distribution

over emotions [10]. Recently, Won et al. [11] propose a

joint emotion-driven embedding space for story sentences

and music enabling cross-modal retrieval. However, un-

derstanding emotions conveyed in a book depends on the

larger narrative requiring a context of more than a few sen-

tences. Thus, while [11] could be used to construct dense

book soundtracks in theory, the potential switching of mu-

sic and resulting change in emotion every few sentences

may not result in a good user experience.

Unlike above approaches, we focus on retrieving mu-

sic from the soundtrack of a book’s movie adaptation. Our

approach assembles coherent music for books by consid-

ering large chunks of the book chapter, aligning them with

movie scenes, and finding matched music pairs. We fill

in the gaps (only unmatched chapter segments) by relying

on emotion-based matching. To the best of our knowledge,

we are the first to perform narrative-specific music retrieval

and weave a soundtrack for the entire book.

Multi-modal music recommendation systems use cues

such as user location, time, and environmental information

to play music in day-to-day life [12] or even traffic condi-

tions for music in cars [13]. Perhaps closest to our work,

PICASSO is a fine example of a ranking model trained on

pairs of matching music and movie-clips (images, subti-

tles) that is used to provide music recommendations for

image slideshows or audio books [14]. Instead, our work

focuses on producing a dense book soundtrack by aligning

narrative components of the book with the movie adapta-

tion. This results in high precision narrative matches and

ensures a coherent soundtrack adapted from the same story.

3. ASSEMBLING SOUNDTRACKS FOR BOOKS

A large book may take several (variable) hours for a reader

to complete. Within the book, there are multiple chapters,

each having sections indicated by the theme, emotion, or

location. An ideal soundtrack should respect these scene

boundaries and change accordingly. On the music front,

while different tracks from the soundtrack are typically ho-

mogeneous, they are rarely played in their entirety in the

movie at a single stretch. A track may include the score for

the setup, conflict, climactic moment, and resolution for a

certain storyline, which composers will selectively play at

opportune moments to maximise emotional payoffs.

We use the movie adaptation as an intermediary be-

tween the two that links plot points from the book with

snippets of music from the soundtrack album. We first di-

vide each modality - the book, music soundtrack, and the

movie into smaller segments (Sec. 3.1). Then, we obtain

clues about the soundtrack associated with each plot point

in the book by aligning both the book and soundtrack to

the movie (Sec. 3.2). Finally, we weave together the mu-

sic for the book by combining movie-based and emotion-

based matches (Sec. 3.3). Fig. 2 illustrates this overall flow.

3.1 Segmenting the Book, Music, and Movie

We discuss methods for segmenting the book chapters Bi

in a book B = [B1, . . . ,BL]; identifying cohesive musi-

cal segments within each track Mj of the album M =
[M1, . . . ,MP ]; and identifying scene boundaries for a

movie V = [V1, . . . , VQ] that facilitates the alignment.

Book narrative segmentation. We divide the text in a

book chapter based on narrative-relevant factors such as

theme, location, activity composition, character constella-

tion, or even time [15]. Due to the absence of large datasets

for this task, we adopt an unsupervised approach, tempo-

rally weighted hierarchical clustering (TW-FINCH) [16],

recently shown to be successful on video activity segmen-

tation. For a chapter Bi, we encode each paragraph us-

ing a pretrained language model ϕLM (·) (specifically MP-

Net [17] that performs well for sentence embeddings and

semantic search [18]), and cluster semantically similar and

spatially close paragraphs to produce disjoint partitions,

{Bp
i }

Ki

p=1
= TW-FINCH (ϕLM (Bi))) . (1)

We align individual segments Bp
i with music segments.

We also considered a few baselines but ignored them

due to inferior results. TextTiling [19] tended to uniformly

partition chapters while TopicTiling [20] often resulted in

over-segmentation. In contrast, our approach yielded seg-

ments that mostly respected narrative shifts.

Keystrength based music segmentation. As mentioned

earlier, the entire track Mj from an album is (almost) never

played in a portion of the movie. Hence, similar to book

chapters, we focus on creating homogeneous emotionally-

cohesive track segments that can be played continuously.

A key feature that music segments are required to re-

flect are emotions that the director/composer intends to

convey. Since we expect homogeneity in music segment
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Book Movie Music

1. Segment all modalities to obtain homogenous entitites

1. The Arrival of 
Baby Harry.mp3

2. Visit to the Zoo 
and Letters from 
Hogwarts.mp3

3. Diagon Alley and 
Gringotts Vault.mp3

...

Original 
Soundtrack

Album

Book Chapters

Movie Scenes Full Length Audio Track

2. Align the book to the movie and movie to the soundtrack

"It's obvious, isn't it?" said Ron. 
"We've got to play our way 
across the room." "We've got to play our way 

across the room."

Ron Weasley

Behind the 
white 
pieces they could 
see another door.

The Chess Game.mp3

Positive Negative

3. Build soundtrack using movie and emotion cues

Figure 2. Overview of approach. We present a novel technique to build a musically rich book-length soundtrack. We

accomplish this by first segmenting the book, its adaptation, and music into smaller homogenous chunks. These segments

are then matched with the movie acting as an intermediary for text and music, thereby producing the final soundtrack.

emotions, keystrength [21] is a good attribute as it captures

the tonal properties of music, and tonal changes likely sug-

gest emotional shifts (e.g. major to minor mode suggesting

a potential shift from positive to negative valence [22]).

Keystrength as extracted via the MIRToolbox [23] gives us

a probability for each possible key resulting in a 24 dimen-

sional vector (12 major and 12 minor keys). We use a win-

dow size of 10 seconds with an 85% overlap, that helps

ignore minor local variations in the track while retaining

larger shifts. We then compute a self-similarity matrix [24]

of the time-varying keystrength vector which is then used

to calculate the novelty curve, with a kernel size of 64 [24].

The peaks in the novelty curve determine points of change.

Finally, we use those peaks as our segment boundaries to

produce Lj music segments {M c
j }

Lj

c=1
(see Fig. 3).

Movie scene detection. As a third step, we segment the

movie into narrative-coherent scenes [V1, . . . , VQ] using

the approach described in [25]. First, the movie is divided

into shots (consecutive video frames from the same cam-

era). Then, a dynamic programming algorithm is used to

find scene boundaries (a scene consists of multiple shots)

so as to maximise intra-scene similarity.

Summarising, we denote Bp
i as the segment of book

chapter Bi; M
c
j as the music segment from track Mj ; and

Vq as the qth scene from the movie V .

3.2 Aligning the Book, Movie, and Music

We first align the book with the movie adaptation using a

new two-stage coarse-to-fine alignment scheme. Then, we

also align the movie audio to the soundtrack album.

Chapter-scene coarse alignment. We first assign a set of

scenes from the movie to each book chapter. We use an ap-

proach similar to [26] where pairwise similarities are com-

puted between a book chapter Bi and a video scene Vq via

character histograms and matched dialogues. The chapter-

scene relationship is then encoded as a graph (each node

represents a chapter-scene pair), with edge weights repre-

senting similarity scores. Calculating the shortest path over

this graph provides the alignment between all chapters and

scenes. Additional details are provided in the Appendix.

Paragraph-scene refinement. The coarse alignment can-

not be used directly for soundtracking as a chapter Bi con-

tains distinct segments Bp
i that likely need different mu-

sic. Thus, in addition to sparse dialogue matches, we com-

pute similarities between sentences in the chapter segment

Bp
i and frames of the video scene Vq using a pretrained

vision-language model (CLIP [27]). To improve the qual-

ity of CLIP matching scores, we prune dialog and mundane

sentences from the chapter segment using a TF·IDF based

scoring system. This emphasises relatively rare characters

and objects that are likely to give stronger matches than

commonly occurring ones. We also retain sentences with

a high concreteness index [28] that measures how likely a

word can be seen or experienced (in contrast to abstract

words). Finally, we take the top remaining sentences, en-

code them with CLIP, and calculate cosine similarity with

all CLIP encoded video shot frames in the chapter’s scenes

(see Fig. 4). Scenes with a score higher than θ are assigned

to the text segment using a mapping function,

A(Bp
i ) = {Vq : CLIP(Bp

i , Vq) > θ} . (2)
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Figure 3. Music segmentation pipeline. We segment all tracks from the soundtrack to ensure a cohesive listening expe-

rience. We extract keystrength [21] that captures tonal properties of a soundtrack (left), compute the self-similarity matrix

(center), and use that to calculate the novelty curve [24]. The peaks of this curve are used to segment the track.

Aligning the movie audio track with the soundtrack al-

bum. We identify the music in the movie by passing its au-

dio track through Shazam 1 , a popular commercial audio-

fingerprint based search application [29] using its free pub-

lic API. This results in high-precision estimates for the mu-

sic played every few seconds. While any audio fingerprint-

ing approach would perhaps work, we found that Shazam

was quite accurate in the presence of background noise and

dialogue, which is pervasive in movies.

3.3 Weaving the Book Soundtrack

Post alignment with the movie, book chapter segments Bp
i

belong to one of two sets: (i) those associated with at least

one movie scene S = {Bp
i : |A(Bp

i )| ≥ 1}; and (ii) those

without, S̄ = {Bp
i : A(Bp

i ) = ∅}. Recall, A(Bp
i ) is the set

of aligned video scenes to a book segment (cf . Eq. 2).

Extracting emotion labels. For all text segments Bp
i , we

classify each paragraph into positive, neutral, or negative

using a BERT-based emotion classifier ϕBERT, trained on

Reddit comments [30]. A majority vote across paragraphs

is used to assign the emotion label to the chapter seg-

ment Ebook(B
p
i ) = mode(ϕBERT(B

p
i )). For a music seg-

ment, similar to [5], we encode it’s emotion as valence,

Emusic(M
c
j ), based on the mode of the song (major or mi-

nor). This is based on literature that indicates that tracks

in minor tend to be associated with negative emotions and

tracks in major with positive emotions [22]. We also tried

approaches that predict emotion from audio [11, 31], but

they didn’t work as well for our application.

Importing music snippets from the video scene. For

every text segment Bp
i ∈ S , we extract the movie times-

tamps corresponding to the matched dialogues or CLIP-

based frame-sentence pairs. We use the audio-search to

identify the overall track Mj being played at any of the

above timestamps in the movie (in a small neighbourhood).

A specific music segment M c
j is chosen by matching emo-

tion predictions i.e. Ebook(B
p
i ) = Emusic(M

c
j ) (we pick one

randomly if there are several segments). While we can

pick emotion-matching music segments without the book-

movie alignment, it will likely result in spurious matches.

Emotion-based retrieval. For the chapter segments that

1 https://www.shazam.com/

are not aligned with any video scene, S̄ , and those in S
that did not find an emotion compatible soundtrack, we as-

sign a random music segment among the set of emotionally

compatible compositions. Note that while we can pick any

music segment (even from different movies), we restrict to

the soundtracks for this movie maintaining the composer’s

stylistic coherence.

4. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

Our approach is designed to be applicable to books that

have mostly faithful movie adaptations in terms of few

matching dialogues, a relatively similar plot, and at least

some matching characters. We evaluate it on the first book

and movie pair in the Harry Potter series, Harry Potter and

the Philosopher’s Stone.

4.1 Harry Potter: A Case Study

Our unsupervised text segmentation approach splits 17

chapters into 87 segments, with an average of 5.11 seg-

ments per chapter. Assuming a reading speed of 250 words

per minute, each segment requires a ~4 minute track, for a

total soundtrack duration of ~6 hours. Music segmentation

The snake jerked its head toward
Uncle Vernon and Dudley, then 
raised its eyes to the ceiling.

folded up his newspaper, and 
they clambered up the  steps 
onto the street.

Ron turned the binoculars back 
on Harry.

Hagrid

stone

Figure 4. CLIP-based paragraph-scene alignment.

Aligned examples of automatically selected visual sen-

tences and their video frames in the scene using the vision-

language model CLIP [27] in a zero-shot setting. Text

highlights are words that we think that caused the match.
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Figure 5. Number of chapter segments with movie- vs.

emotion-retrieved music. Several chapters in the book

are well represented in the movie and are predominantly

soundtracked using movie cues. For others, we use an

emotion-based retrieval method to build a soundtrack.

of 19 tracks from the soundtrack album results in 47 audio

chunks with an average duration of ~52 seconds. For the

movie, we obtain 120 scenes using the scene detection al-

gorithm. Computing the book-movie alignment results in

a strong chapter-scene alignment, with 82% accuracy, cal-

culated as the percentage of movie shots correctly assigned

to a chapter [26].

For the fine-grained alignment, 34 chapter segments

have dialogue matches, while the CLIP based refinement

results in a 130% improvement in the number of chapter

segments associated with the movie; only 9 segments re-

main unmatched. After performing the final book-music

alignment, 45 chapter segments have music imported from

a matching video scene through the book-movie align-

ment. The remainder 42 segments are soundtracked using

music segments fetched via emotion matching. See Fig. 5

for a chapter-wise distribution.

4.2 Experiment Design

As the primary goal of our method is to improve the read-

ing experience, we obtain user feedback by setting up

semi-structured interviews with 10 individuals, who each

read two chapters of the Harry Potter book. We randomly

picked one chapter for each person while the final book

chapter was read by all. We chose the final chapter as it

represents all aspects of our method: it includes music re-

trieved via movie cues as well as pure emotion based re-

trieval, apart from being a key chapter in terms of the plot.

This allows us to fairly evaluate the effectiveness of our

soundtrack at a book level as reading these chapters takes

around an hour for each participant.

All participants are asked to read these chapters consec-

utively and answer a series of questions about several as-

pects of the reading experience. No user data is collected

through this process and user consent is collected prior to

recording the interviews. The study was also authorised by

the author’s institutional ethics committee.

Reading application. A bottleneck with playlist based ap-

proaches for soundtracking books is that they require user-

input to transition at appropriate instants. We resolve this

by creating an application that plays music in the back-

ground of the displayed text. Our application loops the

music segment infinitely and cross-fades to the next as the

reader moves on to the next text segment. This ensures

complete immersiveness and lets participants with varying

reading speeds truly enjoy the soundtrack. For readers to

have a first-hand experience, we package this application

for a few chapters at the project page.

Participant information. A total of 10 individuals (18-

22 age range, 6 male, 4 female) volunteered for the study.

Each participant had previously read the Harry Potter book

without music and happened to be familiar with the movie

as well. We also provided each participant with a small

monetary reward as compensation for their time.

4.3 Findings

The soundtrack improved immersiveness. All partici-

pants reported that the soundtrack improved the immer-

siveness of the reading experience. This is remarkable as

all participants noted that they typically do not listen to mu-

sic while reading. Some participants were more receptive

to the soundtrack than others and spoke glowingly about

the movie-like immersion afforded by the music. These

participants could recognise that the music played was

similar to the score at the relevant movie scene. Others,

who were positive but less movie-inclined, focused more

on how the music "set the environment" (P4). Phrases such

as "set the mood", "intensified the emotion", "fit the vibe",

and "enhanced the experience" were common among such

participants.

"The music provided insight into the tone of

the chapter and [...] beyond imagination, pro-

vided a soundtrack to what was read" (P1)

Surprisingly, some participants reported that the first sec-

tion of the random chapter that they read first threw them

off initially, suggesting that there is an adjustment period

to this experience. These participants reported that they

were very comfortable with later sections ("after the first

10-12 lines" - P2) once they had gotten into a reading flow.

The soundtrack helped visualise the book. Some partic-

ipants could recognise that the music played was similar

to the score at the relevant movie scene. These partici-

pants were especially appreciative of the soundtrack and

stated that it helped "visualise the book, with movie like

visuals" (P1). Such participants typically appreciated the

music’s cohesiveness and were likely referring to the pleas-

ing soundscape laid out by our soundtrack. One participant

explicitly pointed out that the soundtrack helped visualise

character interactions and that without, it would have just

been "two characters talking".

Many were also receptive to the recurring motifs and

themes that appeared throughout, such as the central Harry

Potter theme and stated that it helped imagine the fictional
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world. Only one participant, P3, expressed complete dis-

agreement with the music played in a text segment, for

ironically the same reason, stating that the signature Harry

Potter motif distracted them. Barring this, the same person

spoke warmly about the remaining soundtrack, suggesting

that the overtness of the motif, which permeates culture

today, may be subject to individualistic preferences.

Music helped focus.

"I get distracted when reading so it helped me

focus on certain parts" (P5)

When describing the immersiveness of the reading expe-

rience, three participants specifically pointed out that the

music helped them read continuously, without distractions

that are typically present when reading in the absence of a

soundtrack. It should be noted that few participants who

described an aversion for listening to music during typical

recreational reading specifically pointed out that they avoid

pop music, suggesting that instrumental music, in general,

may be better suited for reading purposes.

Moderate repetition is not a concern. Most participants

noticed repetitive music in some text segments that they

read but only brought it up when explicitly asked. One par-

ticipant suggested playing a different, similarly composed

track instead of repeating the music, but in agreement with

the rest of the pool, felt that repetition did not affect the

experience. These participants also said that the repetition

wasn’t glaringly obvious and that it did not distract or take

away from the immersion. It should be noted that repeti-

tion refers to the same track being played on a cross-fade

loop while a person reads a text segment, due to variable

reading speeds. Despite this, it is noteworthy that our mu-

sical segments are homogeneous enough to be played re-

peatedly and that the text segments are narratively cohesive

to warrant such repetition. When specifically asked about

the diversity of the music played, all participants expressed

positive opinions and noted that the tracks kept changing as

and when required.

Narrative transitions mirrored in music. Many partic-

ipants engaged in a conversation with the authors post-

interview about how the soundtrack was built. All such

participants were startled by the fact that the entire process

was completely automatic. Their surprise was primarily

due to the fact that the music was automatically matched

with relevant areas in text and that it transitioned at appro-

priate narrative points.

"It actually made the experience better as the

transition put you in the mood for the expected

emotion - from melancholy to sad." (P9)

When asked specifically about these narrative transitions

during the interview, all participants agreed that it was

emblematic of emotional or narrative shifts. Since the

last chapter was common across all participants, there was

strong consensus about the narrative shifts here especially,

with participants noting that the music increased in tension

as the final hero-villain clash developed and that it eased

into more mellow, tender music once it was resolved.

"When the tension built in the plot, the music

transitioned to match it." (P1)

Some participants explicitly appreciated the foreshadow-

ing made possible by the music, as suspenseful music at the

start of a segment would precede a similar narrative plot-

line. Others simply elaborated on their earlier comments

about the immersiveness and re-emphasised the high con-

gruency between text segments and the matched music.

Low-arousal music preferred. We asked participants to

describe the emotional suitability of the music, specifically,

and in line with prior answers, and received a favourable

response. The few critiques that were present revolved

around the energy/arousal of the music played at certain

instances. Some participants were dissatisfied with seg-

ments that were high in arousal, even though the valence

matched, as it broke the immersion. They described how

this music distracted them from reading and drew too much

attention to the track itself. This is likely an important fac-

tor to consider for future work on soundtracking books.

Movie-based music cues stronger than emotion-based

cues. At the end of the interview, participants were asked

to describe their favourite and least favoured pieces of mu-

sic from the two chapters, if any. The best segments were

split between music retrieved via movie cues and those re-

trieved via emotion matching, with the former being more

prominent. On the other hand, the least favoured segments,

often mentioned only after the author’s insistence, were

typically emotion-based matches that were described in

terms of their neutrality. This finding suggests that our ap-

proach can effectively retrieve narrative-specific music and

that such a system is perhaps well-suited for book sound-

tracking, as opposed to pure emotion-based methods.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented a novel system to automatically weave a

book-length soundtrack, using the music present in the rel-

evant movie adaptation. Perceptual validation of the con-

structed soundtrack for the first book and movie pair of the

Harry Potter series provided very positive feedback that

validated several proposed design decisions and techniques

for text, movie, and music processing. Participants in our

perceptual study were particularly receptive to music that

was fetched via the movie and uniformly stated that it im-

proved the immersiveness of the reading experience, and

even transported them to the fictional world.

Future work. While our method has been successful in

generating a soundtrack for a book with a movie adapta-

tion, it needs to be modified to make it work on books with-

out adaptations. Future work can potentially use our ap-

proach to investigate common trends across books to deter-

mine new cross-narrative rules. Our approach can also be

extended for human-in-the-loop collaborative soundtrack

construction applications, though such a use case is beyond

the scope of this work.
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